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Abstract
The demand for IP reuse and system level scalability

in System-on-Chip (SoC) designs is growing. Network-on-
chip (NoC) constitutes a viable solution space to emerging
SoC design challenges. In this paper we describe an
OCP compliant network adapter (NA) architecture for
the MANGO NoC. The NA decouples communication and
computation, providing memory-mapped OCP transactions
based on primitive message-passing services of the net-
work. Also, it facilitates GALS-type systems, by adapting to
the clockless network. This helps leverage a modular SoC
design flow. We evaluate performance and cost of 0.13 µm
CMOS standard cell instantiations of the architecture.

I. Introduction
Recent research has demonstrated the advantages of

using shared, segmented interconnection networks – so
called networks-on-chip (NoC) [1][2] – to implement
global communication in system-on-chip (SoC) designs.
By pipelining, NoC enables parallelism and counteracts
the physical effects of long wires. NoC thus facilitates
a scalable design approach, while accomodating the ad-
vert effects technology scaling has on wire performance.
Managing the design flow of large complex chips how-
ever presents a non-trivial challenge in its own right. In
order to effectively exploit the growing amount of on-chip
resources a move from ad hoc SoC design to modular
design is necessary. Orthogonalization of computation and
communication is essential in order to enable fast design
space exploration and IP reuse [3][4].

There are two basic paradigms of communication
in computer systems: message-passing and memory-
mapping. While much published NoC research focusses
mainly on the implementation of message-passing net-
works, IP blocks for SoC designs, such as microprocessors
and memories, are generally characterized by memory-
mapped interfaces. There exist a number of socket specifi-

cations to this end, such as OCP (Open Core Protocol) [5]
and AXI (Advanced eXtensible Interface) [6]. Since most
NoCs are message-passing by nature, an adapter is needed.

There are a number of works published on the design
of novel network architectures, but few publications have
addressed issues particular to the design of an adapter
module. In [7] an adapter implementing standard sockets
was presented for the Æthereal NoC. The adapter however
has quite a high forward latency. In [8] an OCP compliant
adapter for the ×pipes NoC was touched upon. The adapter
has a low area but it supports only a single outstanding read
transaction. Also, both Æthereal and Xpipes are purely
clocked designs, and as such do not address issues related
to global synchronization in large-scale SoC designs.

In this paper we present an OCP compliant network
adapter (NA) for the MANGO NoC (Message-passing
Asynchronous Network-on-chip providing Guaranteed Ser-
vices over OCP interfaces) [9]. The NA is a key component
of a modular SoC design approach. Our contributions
include identifying key issues of NA design and developing
an efficient NA architecture. On the basis of several
0.13 µm CMOS standard cell instantiations, we evaluate
the area and performance overheads of implementing NA
tasks. The presented architecture enables GALS-type SoCs
(Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous) [10], in that
the NA implements synchronization between the clocked
OCP sockets and the asynchronous or clockless MANGO
NoC. Its design is a balanced mix of clocked and clockless
parts, appropriately leveraging the advantages particular to
either design style. It has a very low forward latency, is
highly flexible with regards to the choice of transaction
protocol and network packet format, and handles any
number of outstanding transactions on the network.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section II we give
an overview of MANGO. In Section III we describe the
basic functionality of an NA, and in Section IV we detail
the implementation of the MANGO NA. In Section V we
present results, and Section VI provides a conclusion.
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Fig. 1. A MANGO-based SoC.

II. MANGO Overview

Figure 1 illustrates a MANGO-based SoC. IP cores
reside in locally clocked regions, connected by a hetero-
geneous network through NAs. The NAs use the prim-
itive message-passing functionality implemented by the
network, to transparently provide the cores with read/write
transactions. Key features of MANGO are (i) clockless
implementation, (ii) guaranteed communication services
and (iii) standard socket access points. These are briefly
presented below. For more details, please refer to [9][11].

A clockless implementation of the network routers and
links enables a GALS-type system, in which the integration
of cores with different timing characteristics is inherently
supported. An advantage of clockless circuits is that they
use zero dynamic power when idle. Also, their forward
latency can be made much lower than that of comparable
clocked circuits, helping to minimize the performance
overhead of using a network for e.g. memory accesses.

MANGO provides connection-less best-effort (BE)
routing, as well as connection-oriented guaranteed services
(GS), in terms of hard latency and bandwidth bounds. The
predictability of GS makes system analysis much easier,
leading to advantages at all levels of SoC design.

This paper addresses the third key feature: standard
socket access points. While the choice is arbitrary, we
implement these as OCP sockets. OCP is a family of
synchronous point-to-point interfaces for memory-mapped
read/write transactions. Support for other similar interfaces
such as AXI is a trivial extension.

III. NA Functionality

Though much simplified, the layered communication
approach enabled by NoC is similar to the OSI model
used in macro networks. The transport of messages in the

Fig. 2. The Network Adapter provides high-
level transactions to an IP core, based on the
message-passing primitives of the network.

network is decoupled from higher level transactions. The
basic datagram of network-level flow control is called a flit
(flow control unit). In the NA, OCP transactions are pack-
etized and transmitted across the network as a stream of
flits. A layered approach enables a mix of different sockets
in the system, enhancing system-level composability. The
overhead – of packetizing and depacketizing – is tolerated,
as the approach enhances design-productivity: it becomes
possible to design and verify SoCs hierarchically, and to
plug together off-the-shelf IP cores from different vendors.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the NA implements a Core
Interface (CI) at the core side and a Network Interface (NI)
at the network side. The functions implemented in the NA
are transaction handshaking according to the CI protocol
(in this case OCP), encapsulation of the transactions for the
underlying packet-switched network, and synchronization
between the IP core and the network.

IV. NA Implementation
Read/write transactions require two types of NAs: an

initiator connecting to a master core such as a micropro-
cessor, and a target connecting to a slave core such as a
memory. Figure 3 shows the structural design of the NAs,
illustrating how the functions mentioned in Section III
are implemented in separate modules. It is also seen how
each NA consists of a request and a response path, and
– orthogonally to this – of a clocked and a clockless part.
The presented version of the MANGO NA supports all the
required OCP v2.0 basic signals and a consistent subset
of burst, thread and interrupt extensions, allowing support
for single reads and writes, single-request burst reads and
writes, threads, connections and interrupts. The initiator is
configured through its CI, the target through its NI.

The NAs provide a number of input and output network
ports, each corresponding to a GS connection or BE
service. Output ports are pointed to using the OCP signal
MConnID, and several threads may use each port without
restrictions. Transmitting on a BE port, packets need a
header flit for routing information. On GS connections no
routing information is needed, as these implement a virtual
circuit to another NA in the network [9].



Fig. 3. The initiator NA connects to a master core, the target NA connects to a slave core.

An OCP transaction originates at a master core. In the
initiator NA, the OCP Initiator Request Handshaking mod-
ule implements part of the OCP slave socket with which
the master transacts. The Request Encap module maps the
OCP signals to packet signals. During BE transmissions it
also uses the 8 MSBs of the OCP address field (Maddr)
to look up a routing path, appending this to the payload
(the routing path lookup table can be programmed through
the OCP interface). This all takes 1 OCP clock cycle.
In order to retain the flexibility of synthesized design,
clocked circuits are used here. In any case, there is little
performance to be gained by using clockless circuits in the
handshaking and encapsulation modules, since the OCP
interface is clocked itself. Serialization of packet flits is
done by the Request Transmit module, in the clockless
domain. This makes the flit serialization independent of
the OCP clock speed. Also, the synchronization overhead
is minimized by synchronizing an entire packet to the
clockless domain in one go, instead of one flit at a time.

In the target NA packets are reassembled in the clock-
less Request Receive and decapsulated in the clocked
Request Decap modules. The OCP Target Request and
Reponse Handshaking modules then conduct an OCP
transaction accordingly. Packet reassembly and buffering
is done independently per port, such that a packet is
forwarded to the clocked part of the NA only when the
entire packet has arrived. During bursts however the packet
is forwarded as soon as the control information and the first
data word has arrived. If the transaction requires a response
(e.g. a read), the response is encapsulated by the target NA,
serialized in the clockless Response Transmit module and
transmitted across the network. While a request is being
processed by the slave core, the Response path FIFO stores
the return path. Response packets are reassembled in the
Response Receive module, decapsulated in the Reponse
Decap module, and the transaction is completed by the
OCP Initiator Response Handshaking module.

The OCP signal MThreadID is stored in request packets
and returned in the corresponding response. The NAs thus

Fig. 4. Synchronizing between the clocked
and the clockless domains.

handle any number of outstanding transactions, as they do
not need to keep track of these themselves. If ordering
is guaranteed by the network, e.g. on GS connections,
multiple transactions can even be initiated on each thread.

Interrupts are implemented as virtual wires: an interrupt
triggers the target NA to transmit an interrupt packet. Its
destination is defined by configuring the target NA with a
routing path or connection ID. Upon receiving this packet,
the initiator NA asserts the local interrupt signal pin.

In order to minimize the synchronization overhead, we
implement a 2-phase handshake channel, employing a two-
flop synchronizer [12]. As illustrated in Figure 4 this is
converted, in the clockless domain, to a 4-phase protocol
compliant with the handshaking of MANGO. A complete
clock cycle is available for resolving metastability in the
flip-flop. Using flip-flop settling time and susceptibility
window values of τ = 60 ps and TW = 120 ps (conser-
vative values for a 0.13 µm standard cell technology), the
mean time between failure (MTBF) at a 400 MHz OCP
clock is calculated as follows [13][12]:

MTBF =
eT/τ

TW fCfD
= 259 × 109 s(> 8000yrs)

T, fC , fD are the settling window (one clock cycle), and
the clock and data frequencies, fD set to one fourth fC .

The presented architecture is very flexible and modular.
Changing the Handshaking modules a different CI protocol
can be implemented, and customizing the packet format is
merely an exercise of mapping CI signals to packet signals
in the Encap/Decap modules. Adapting to a different net-
work is done by modifying the Transmit/Receive modules.



TABLE I. Results for 0.13 µm CMOS standard cell implementations (worst-case process corner) .
Area Port Transmit Speed OCP Read OCP Write OCP Interrupt

NA Type OCP Speed initiator target initiator target BE GS BE GS BE GS
BE only 400 MHz 0.058 mm

2 0.020 mm
2 725 MHz 1.08 GHz 6 clks - 4 clks - 3 clks -

BE + 3GS 400 MHz 0.064 mm
2 0.039 mm

2 483 MHz 633 MHz 8 clks 6 clks 5 clks 4 clks 4 clks 3 clks
BE + 3GS 200 MHz 0.060 mm

2 0.037 mm
2 483 MHz 633 MHz 6 clks 6 clks 3 clks 3 clks 3 clks 3 clks

V. Results
NAs with 32-bit OCP data and address fields and 32-

bit network ports have been implemented using 0.13 µm
standard cells. Netlist testing was done using the OCP
tool CoreCreator[14], which provides OCP compliancy
detectors. In the test setup an initiator NA was connected
head-to-head with a target NA. Table I shows three classes
of results for a number of NA instantiations: area, port
transmit speed and transaction latency overhead.

The area values are purely cell area (pre-layout). Due to
the GS input buffers, the area of the target NA supporting
GS ports is twice that supporting only a BE port. The
area of the initiator NA however is not very different in
the two configurations, its main part being the BE routing
path lookup table. A pure GS initiator would be smaller.

The port transmit speed indicates the flit speed on the
clockless output ports. Since these are independent of the
OCP clock, flits can be transmitted fast, even from a slow
core. The NAs with only a BE port are simpler than those
with multiple GS ports, hence their port speed is higher.

Finally, the table shows the latency overhead of con-
ducting transactions through the NAs, relative to transac-
tions of a master and slave core connected directly. The
latency is displayed in OCP cycles. The overhead in the
clockless circuits is independent of the OCP clock, hence
the overhead in terms of cycles is less for slower cores.

BE transactions necessitate transmitting the routing path
in a header flit, thus the total latency is increased. For a
slow core however, an entire packet can be transmitted
in less than one OCP clock cycle, even when needing a
routing header, hence the overhead of BE transactions is
not greater than for GS transactions.

In comparison with that of the Æthereal [7], the
MANGO NA has a shorter total forward latency – only
a single cycle for packetization. The area is also smaller,
but this is not directly comparable; the Æthereal and the
MANGO networks both implement support for BE and GS
routing, but since this functionality is realized differently,
the tasks required in the NAs are different. Compared with
×pipes [8], the MANGO NA implements more complex
functionality in terms of GS connections, interrupts and
support for multiple outstanding transactions. In the clock-
less MANGO NoC, there is no synchronization overhead
in the forward path of entering the network, hence the total
synchronization overhead is at least one clock cycle faster
than both these purely synchronously clocked counterparts.

VI. Conclusion
We have presented an OCP compliant NA architecture

for the MANGO NoC. The NA enables modular, GALS-
type SoC design by providing synchronous, memory-
mapped interfaces, based on the clockless message-passing
services of the network. The flexible architecture, which
mixes clocked and clockless circuits, can easily be config-
ured for different sockets and/or networks. Several 0.13 µm
standard cell designs were implemented. Simulation results
indicate that the performance and area overheads, of a lay-
ered approach to on-chip communication, are reasonable.
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